Majors approved by the Department of Wildlife and Fisheries

030101 – Natural Resources/Conservation B.S.
030201 – Natural Resource Management and Policy B.S.
030301 – Fishing, Fisheries Sciences and Management M.S.
030301 – M.S. Natural Resources/Conservation
030301 – PhD Natural Resources/Conservation
030501 – Forestry B.S.
030501 – Forestry M.S.
030501 – Forestry PhD
030506 – Forestry Management/Forest Resources Management B.S.
030508 – Urban Forestry M.S.
030601 – Wildlife, Fish and Wildlands Science and Management B.S.
030601 - Wildlife, Fish and Wildlands Science and Management M.S.
030601 - Wildlife, Fish and Wildlands Science and Management PhD

Wildlife and Fisheries officials have indicated that the following majors will be reviewed on a case by case basis before approval is granted:

260101- Biology/Biological Sciences
261102 – Biostatics
261302 – Marine Biology and Biological Oceanography M.S.
400607 – Oceanography, Chemical and Physical